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Services

Consulting / Training

Providing your teams with long-term expertise and training to enable them to leverage the capabilities of Eagle CMMS.


Implementation

Guarantee a successful Eagle CMMS implementation from start to finish with a carefully crafted deployment plan.


Support

Specialized support services that address your business needs for a seamless and efficient experience.
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Understanding CMMS – What businesses need to keep in mind




A Computerized Maintenance Management System, often referred to as CMMS, serves as a comprehensive solution for streamlining maintenance operations, enhancing processes, and automating tasks to boost overall efficiency. 









Ready to get started?
Request Demo



Industries

Corporate

Facilitating digital transformation for organizations of all sizes with intuitive and configurable facility management tools that integrate seamlessly with both existing and new components of your corporate infrastructure.


Education

Simplifying education facilities management for higher education and K-12 schools, colleges, and universities across geographies.


Energy, Oil & Gas Sector

Ensure peak performance for your power plants and energy production assets with comprehensive oil and gas maintenance software.


Healthcare

Ensuring consistent, optimum functionality for all the medical equipment with healthcare CMMS software for providing next-level experience to patients, professionals, and visitors.


Hospitality 

Boost guest satisfaction with superior maintenance practices, enhanced facility condition management, and asset tracking for a wide range of hotels, restaurants, resorts, and more.


Manufacturing

Streamlining operations and maximizing overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) with manufacturing maintenance software for higher productivity, reduced downtime, and lower costs 


Pharma and Life Sciences 

Ensure adherence to medical compliance and regulatory guidelines with CMMS solutions that provide robust reporting, control management, and risk mitigation.


Property/Resort Management

Ensure your properties are seamlessly maintained with configurable, intuitive, and scalable property maintenance software.


Public Sector

Creating resilient public infrastructure by optimizing resource maintenance and utilization with a configurable, intuitive, and scalable CMMS.


Warehousing, Distribution and Logistics 

Optimizing the efficiency of logistics, warehousing, and distribution centers while keeping costs low and customers satisfied.
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A Computerized Maintenance Management System, often referred to as CMMS, serves as a comprehensive solution for streamlining maintenance operations, enhancing processes, and automating tasks to boost overall efficiency. 
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The Importance of Preventive Maintenance 




Why Being Proactive with Preventive maintenance is Key to Equipment Reliability and Efficiency 
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Achieving operational excellence through CMMS integration 




Maximize the potential of your CMMS with enhanced efficiency and connectivity through universal interfaces and APIs. Utilize integrations for smooth business operations and ultimate efficiency.
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About

About

About

Eagle Technology has worked with various industries for more than 30 years – spending that time carefully developing and improving offering a range of CMMS and EAM solutions.


Careers

The success of our products and services hinges upon the dedication and talent of our team members. We are always searching for the right people to grow our enterprise’s success.


Contact us

Eagle CMMS experts are always here to help you with the best possible solutions. Get in touch with us to understand how you can make the most of the WebTMA suite to improve your maintenance management framework.


Submit An RFP

Get the best enterprise asset management solution aligned with your requirements. Submit a Request For Proposal now.
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Configurable. 
Intuitive. Scalable.
Predictive and preventive maintenance management solution for businesses of all sizes.
Eagle CMMS simplifies and streamlines facility maintenance management with a comprehensive suite of advanced asset management tools. Minimize downtime, increase production capacity, reduce operating costs, and decrease repair times with Eagle CMMS.
Request Demo
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Intuitive, computerized maintenance management for enterprises across sectors
Specifically designed for businesses of all sizes, Eagle CMMS provides the right tools to transform your facility maintenance operations and achieve a greater return on your assets.
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Work Order Management

Generate and manage work orders seamlessly from creation to completion with quick reference views and easy-to-use menus.



Preventive Maintenance Library 

The Preventive Maintenance Library (PM Library) allows you to create basic templates to use when managing your preventive maintenance schedules.



Asset Management

Get an end-to-end asset management solution for all your equipment, facilities, machinery, and more with our purpose-built CMMS for companies of all sizes across industries.



Work Requests

Create work requests with the click of a button. Each site can enable a portal for guests to submit work requests.



Multi-site CMMS

Have multiple business sites to manage? No problem. Our leading-edge maintenance management solutions ensure full visibility of all your facilities.





Intuitive, computerized maintenance management for enterprises across sectors
Specifically designed for businesses of all sizes, Eagle CMMS provides the right tools to transform your facility maintenance operations and achieve a greater return on your assets.
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Task Library

Save time using predefined tasks. Create, view, and edit tasks that you can use repeatedly when creating and scheduling work orders and PMs.



Inventory Management

Ensure full control of your entire inventory with inventory management. View and manage all of your site’s parts with the ability to view, receive, and cancel site-to-site transfers.



Mobile Solutions

Conveniently Manage all your facility maintenance activities while on the go with our integrated, seamless mobile applications anytime, anywhere on your iPhone, iPad and Android devices.
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Vendor Management

Ensure new and spare parts are always available for asset repair. View and manage all the POs for your site and manage external contractors and merchants with the Vendor module.



Scalability

Grow as your business grows and no restraints with Unlimited Work Orders, Unlimited Storage and Unlimited Sites



Custom APIs & Integrations

Integrate with your existing business software using configurable APIs with advanced, built-in security that will help you work in synchrony across all of your business platforms.










Let’s streamline your 
operations together
Eagle CMMS aims to maximize your ROI with tools that 
drive accuracy, productivity, and cost savings.

[image: experience][image: plus icon][image: minus]Experience
Powered by TMA Systems, which has 30+ years of experience in providing EAM solutions, Eagle CMMS brings along deep domain expertise and is purpose-built to simplify facility maintenance management.


[image: time to value][image: plus][image: minus icon]Time-to-value
See immediate results—get up and running within weeks not months. Import your asset data and begin using our flexible, intuitive CMMS solution.

[image: ease of use]Ease-of-Use
[image: ][image: minus icon]Easy from implementation to use. Navigate, sort, manage and track your critical assets and resources.

[image: scalability]Scalability
[image: ][image: minus]Scale as your needs grow. Open and configurable with APIs give you the visibility you need for success.

[image: security]Security
[image: ][image: minus]Hosted on Azure, Eagle CMMS comes with built-in Microsoft security protocols. You can rest assured that you can access your data anytime in this securely hosted on-cloud environement.
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[image: ][image: minus]From administrative services to robust documentation, we will make sure your 
experience and implementation are seamless.


Let’s streamline your 
operations together
Eagle CMMS aims to maximize your ROI with tools that drive accuracy, productivity, and cost-savings.
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Powered by TMA Systems, which has 30+ years of experience in providing EAM solutions, Eagle CMMS brings along deep domain expertise and is purpose-built to simplify facility maintenance management.


[image: time to value]Time-to-value

See immediate results—get up and running within weeks not months. Import your asset data and begin using our flexible, intuitive CMMS solution.


[image: ease of use]Ease-of-Use

Easy from implementation to use. Navigate, sort, manage and track your critical assets and resources.


[image: scalability]Scalability

Scale as your needs grow. Open and configurable with APIs give you the visibility you need for success.


[image: security]Security

Hosted on Azure, Eagle CMMS comes with built-in Microsoft security protocols. You can also opt for the on-premises version of Eagle CMMS to have full control over where it resides.


[image: services icon]Services

From administrative services to robust documentation, we will make sure yourexperience and implementation are seamless.







Industries we serve
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Explore IndustryFacilitating digital transformation for organizations of all sizes with intuitive and configurable facility management tools that integrate seamlessly with both existing and new components of your corporate infrastructure.



[image: CMMS software for Public Sector]Public Sector


Explore IndustryCreating resilient public infrastructure by optimizing resource maintenance and utilization with a configurable, intuitive, and scalable CMMS.



[image: CMMS software for Schools]Education


Explore IndustrySimplifying education facilities management for higher education and K-12 schools, colleges, and universities across geographies.



[image: CMMS software for Healthcare]Healthcare


Explore IndustryEnsuring consistent, optimum functionality for all the medical equipment with healthcare CMMS software for providing next-level experience to patients, professionals, and visitors.



[image: CMMS software for Manufacturing]Manufacturing


Explore IndustryStreamlining operations and maximizing overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) with manufacturing maintenance software for higher productivity, reduced downtime, and lower costs 



[image: CMMS software for Ware housing]Warehousing, Distribution and Logistics 


Explore IndustryOptimizing the efficiency of logistics, warehousing, and distribution centers while keeping costs low and customers satisfied.



[image: CMMS software for Pharma and life sciences]Pharma and Life Sciences 


Explore IndustryEnsure adherence to medical compliance and regulatory guidelines with CMMS solutions that provide robust reporting, control management, and risk mitigation.



[image: CMMS software for Hospitality]Hospitality 


Explore IndustryBoost guest satisfaction with superior maintenance practices, enhanced facility condition management, and asset tracking for a wide range of hotels, restaurants, resorts, and more.



[image: CMMS software for Energy Sector]Energy, Oil & Gas Sector


Explore IndustryEnsure peak performance for your power plants and energy production assets with comprehensive oil and gas maintenance software.



[image: CMMS software for Property Sector]Property/Resort Management


Explore IndustryEnsure your properties are seamlessly maintained with configurable, intuitive, and scalable property maintenance software.







Choose the right package for 
your business
We offer a range of subscription plans to give you the flexibility to scale as your organization’s needs grow.
Pricing Plan
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Maximize the potential of your CMMS with enhanced efficiency and connectivity through universal interfaces and APIs. Utilize integrations for smooth business operations and ultimate efficiency.
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TMA Systems Acquires Prime Technologies

Acquisition extends TMA’s product offering by combining leading Calibration Management Software with the Company’s enterprise asset management suite 
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 a Demo?
Is your business ready to take the next step towards effective asset and maintenance management? Sign yourself up for a free demo with one of our account executives.

Enter your email below to reserve a spot to test drive one of Eagle Technology’s solutions, or call us at 1.800.862.1130
Request Demo
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By using this website, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
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